Release 8.4.06 – Notes

Purpose
This release (release 8.4.06) scheduled for implementation on 23 April 2007 contains a large volume
of changes and incidents fixes. These notes are designed to provide plain English explanations of
the nature of the incidents and changes that are client facing, to allow clients to better understand
what has been fixed and how it might relate to their business.
General Incidents
c1353/i27565 - Status for Cargo where Goods have been Delivered
Formerly, the status of cargo was recalculated when an Import Declaration was amended, regardless
of whether the goods had been delivered or not. This resulted in numerous CARST messages being
transmitted for cargo that had already been delivered. Now this issue has been fixed, and the status
of cargo is only sent where goods have not been delivered.
c3155/i273930 - Allow locum brokers to be employed by more than one licensed brokerage
Previously, the ICS client functionality did not allow locum brokers to be employed by more than one
licensed brokerage. A fix has been implemented so that the problem no longer exists.
i203054 - Customs Interactive Air Waybill Outturn Date/Time display
Clients using the Customs Interactive when displaying an Air Waybill Outturn Report, the UTC/GMT
date and time were sometimes displayed. A change was implemented successfully to convert
UTC/GMT date and time to local (AEST) date and time when displaying all Air Waybill Outturn
reports.

Declaration related incidents
c5239/i273945 - Add Print Receipt Indicator
Originally the ICS did not enable requests for printing receipts from a clients own system and they
had to use the Customs Interactive. A change now implemented allows our clients to request a ‘Print
of the Official Receipt’ automatically when lodging their import declaration, whether by EDI or CI, by
setting a new 'Print Receipt Indicator' to Y (yes). Once the conditions are met to trigger the outbound
receipt message (PAYREC), a print (pdf) will be forwarded simultaneously.
c5386/i199777 - New Error Message
Previously on import declarations, the calculation of Total Customs Value could be zero or a negative
amount. This has now been fixed so that clients will receive an error message advising of input
errors.
c5406/i174145/i258718 - Paid Under Protest (PUP) on Import Declarations
A new business rule has been introduced to allow our clients the ability to Pay Under Protest on
subsequent lodged versions of import declarations. This has now been implemented successfully.
i271293 - Import Declaration Response (IDA) message
Previously, where maximum field lengths for descriptions are exceeded, clients were not receiving
Import Declaration Responses from the ICS. This has now been fixed.

i42407 - Line Defaults not available
In the past, our clients were unable to use line defaults on subsequent sessions of the ICS that are
used to create an import declaration. This no longer occurs.
i57465 - Lodgement Screen
Previously, when using the 'prev' button in the lodgement screens, answers were not kept or
displayed appropriately. This issue has been rectified and now works correctly.

Sea Cargo Reporting related incidents
i135665 - Amended Destination on Cargo Report
Previously the Destination Port on a cargo report could be amended with several approved
underbond movements on a container, however the CLEAR status was not being transmitted to the
amended destination port correctly. A fix has been implemented and now works correctly.

Export Reporting related incidents
i240110 - EDNs not being Carrier Manifest Expired
Previously Carrier Manifest Expiry Failure occurred due to size constraints. This issue has now been
fixed.

